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Fixed Income ESG Investing:
Governance Considerations
At AB, we invest responsibly—constantly
assessing, engaging on and integrating
material issues, including environmental,
social and governance (ESG) and climate
change considerations. We take an active
approach as we carry out our stewardship
duties throughout the investment process.

Among ESG issues, governance is a
core factor we consider when managing
investment risks. Governance practices
reflect the accountability of the owners,
management and board of investee entities.

AB’s Fixed Income team integrates governance
considerations throughout our investment
frameworks. Although equity and credit
investors are broadly aligned on many
governance principles, there are a few concerns
that are specific to credit investors (Display 1).

Display 1: Equity vs. Credit Investor Governance Considerations
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Equity and
Credit Investors
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Board of Directors’ and company management’s stewardship of company
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Fair treatment of all stakeholders

£

Accuracy and transparency of reporting and disclosure
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Minimization of conflicts of interest between insiders and company

£

Suitable management compensation and incentivization of appropriate risk-taking
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Respectable reputation and track record of management and owners
 Historical fact pattern of transactions regarding sister companies, especially
when privately owned (controlling family, private equity, state-owned enterprise)

£

Willingness of company to test covenants that limit credit-negative/questionable
governance activities

£

Strong efficacy of bankruptcy regime

Creditors Only

We believe that governance issues can
cause credit underperformance by either
increasing the likelihood of a negative
credit event or by increasing the severity
of a negative credit event. For example,

a negative credit event might be more
likely if poor governance practices allow
for accounting fraud. A negative credit
event might be more severe if an owner
uses covenant loopholes to make a

coercive distress-debt exchange, limiting
bondholders’ recovery. Certain governance
metrics can indicate the increased likelihood
or severity of a negative credit event
(Display 2).

Display 2: Governance Evaluation: Corporate Debt
Governance Metrics Associated with Corporate Credit Underperformance
Increased Likelihood of Negative Credit Events

Increased Severity of Negative Credit Events

Compensation
• Tied to short-term goals
• Not based on cash flows
• Cannot be clawed back
• Tied to out-of-the-money stock options instead of shares
• Board not aligned with business success and without a wide range of expertise
Related-party transactions or vested interests
Low level and quality of corporate transparency without proper
accounting disclosures

Owners and management
• Reputation/past experience in difficult scenarios
• Experience of relevant sister companies
• Underlying incentives misaligned with creditors
Willingness of company to aggressively test covenants or use known loopholes
Challenged efficacy of bankruptcy regime
• No absolute priority rule
Timeliness of board and management reacting to governance problems
• Actions as companies approach the zone of insolvency or junk status

Similarly, governance issues can affect the
riskiness of noncorporate debt (Display
3). For example, for government debt,
weak governance can slow economic
development, reduce the stability of an

administration or increase the likelihood of
debt restructuring. For municipal debt, weak
governance can erode public trust, causing
residents and businesses to move away from
the jurisdiction, limiting its tax revenues.

Additionally, weak governance may cause
budgeting challenges and failure to plan for
future liabilities or pension outlays.

Display 3: Governance Evaluation: Noncorporate Debt
Governance Metrics Associated with Risk
Government Bonds

Municipal Bonds

Securitized Bonds

Corruption
• Pervasiveness
• Perception
• Openness of contracts
Checks and balances
• Limits of government power
• Judicial independence
Rights
• Personal
• Private property
• Unbiased regulations

Political gridlock
• Ability to pass timely legislation
• Uncertainty of public policy
Funded status of liabilities
• Expected future pension spending
• Direct debt per capita
• Rainy-day funds

Risk-retention rules
• Compel underwriters to hold some of their
newly created securities
Mortgage governance
• Evaluation of the fluctuations in credit
standards associated with economic cycles
Evaluation of the issuer’s
governance structure

As responsible stewards of our clients’
capital, we integrate ESG factors in most of
our actively managed strategies. Governance

is an area in which we understand and
appreciate the nuanced difference in
perspectives between shareholders and

bondholders, and we use our expertise as
deep, fundamental researchers to evaluate
these issues on behalf of our clients.
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